Genetic control of telomerase and replicative senescence in human and rodent cells.
The ribonucleoprotein telomerase is detectable in most human cancer cells and immortalized cells but is absent or inactive in the vast majority of normal counterparts. Repression of telomerase activity in human somatic cells, which leads to telomere shortening and replicative senescence, may have evolved as a protective mechanism against immortalization, unfettered clonal evolution and cancer. Rodent cells in culture are far more susceptible to immortalization and malignant progression than human cells. This can be explained by our observation that normal diploid rodent (hamster) fibroblasts possess active telomerase throughout their proliferative life span, and therefore they do not require a telomerase activation step during immortalization. Monochromosome transfer techniques have enabled us to identify powerful telomerase repressive activity specifically associated with the introduction of a single copy of human chromosome 3 into human carcinoma cells. Fine-structure deletion analysis of non-repressed hybrids has permitted us to map the position of the candidate telomerase repressor gene to 3p21.1-3p21.3. A strategy for isolating the gene has been developed involving a combination of fine-structure deletion mapping and functional gene transfer approaches. The availability of cloned telomerase repressor genes will advance our understanding of telomerase regulation in the human soma and its disruption during human cancer development.